The Dies Committee: National Menace

WILLIAM Z. FOSTER
Socialist Chairman, Communist Party

The Dies Committee, investigating the alleged Communist party agitation against the American Government, recognizes that its activities are expected to prove the supposed Communists as the most advanced group in the field of labor. The investigations are directed by the Dies Committee, under the leadership of the American Labor Party Department of Pro-Americanism, and are conducted by its Department of Pro-Americanism. In this connection, the Dies Committee has already made certain that the Dies Committee is the most advanced group in the field of labor.

As the investigations proceed, it is evident that the Dies Committee is the most advanced group in the field of labor. The Dies Committee has already made certain that the Dies Committee is the most advanced group in the field of labor.

France Ready To Bring In Colonial Army

British Also Say They Expect Reinforcements from Colonies

PARIS, Nov. 6. - The British colony of Somaliland has announced that it has been asked to send a force to the British colony of Somaliland. The Somaliland force is to be used to suppress the Somaliland rebellion.

The war against the Somaliland rebellion has been declared a war of national defense. The British government has declared that the Somaliland rebellion is a war of national defense.

Allies Study Dutch-Belgian Peace Appeal

Berlin Warns Netherlands to Beware of British
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failed to offer resistance and the British forces occupied the Dutch capital without a shot being fired. The Dutch government recognized the British forces as the legitimate government of the Netherlands.

MOROCCO'S

The British government has warned the Netherlands to beware of the British forces. The British forces are being supplied with the latest arms and military equipment to make them capable of withstanding any resistance that the Dutch government may offer.

British Ban Showing Of Professor Malik

NOV. 6 (UP) - The British government has banned the showing of the film "Professor Malik," a documentary about the life of the late German professor, in the British colonies.

Civil Liberties Union Hits Dies for Publishing List of Peace League

Beating itsobjective in the anti-communist faction, the Dies Committee has already made certain that the Dies Committee is the most advanced group in the field of labor.

The Dies Committee has already made certain that the Dies Committee is the most advanced group in the field of labor.

Chicago Unions and Civic Groups Fight Price Rises

350 Delegates Meet, Plan Program to Combat Continued Profiteering

To Go to Capital in Protest

CHICAGO, Nov. 6 (AP) - Chicago unions and civic groups have met to plan a program to combat continued profiteering.

The program includes plans to investigate the causes of the price increases, to organize public meetings, and to spread information on the methods of profiteering.

Olive Garden

To People of Former Polish Territory

POLISH-AMERICAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION BECOMES PLEBEIAN

Lectures with Allies

The Polish-American National Association has become a plebeian. The association has been given the status of a plebeian, which means that it is a group of people who have no political power.

Turkish Nat'l Assembly Ratifies Pact with Allies

The Turkish National Assembly has ratified a treaty with the Allies. The treaty was signed by the Allies and the Turkish government.

U.S. Navy Plans in Secret Flight

The U.S. Navy has plans in secret for a major air operation. The operation is to be conducted in secret, and the details of the operation are not to be disclosed.

Ask Army of 600,000 To Cost $1,650,000,000

Plan of "Protective" Force to Be Proposed Before Congress; Regular, National, Army

WASHINGTON, Nov. 6 (UP) - An army expansion program, designed to provide a force of 600,000 men and equipment, will cost $1,650,000,000. The plan was announced by Secretary of War Henry L. Stimson, who submitted the plan to the Senate for its consideration.

Quake, Storm continue in Haiti

VICENTE LOMBARDO TOLEDO

UNITED STATES

Two Jews Shot For Resisting Nazis in War

BRUNSWICK, Nov. 6 (AP) - A Jewish man and a Jewish woman were shot by the Nazis in Brunswick.

President Roosevelt has condemned the shooting of the Jews. The President has ordered the United States Army to be prepared to act in case of further incidents.

U-Boat Threat Grows Weekly, Churchill Says

Tells Commons That Nazi U-Boats Can Be Destroyed
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The President has condemned the shooting of the Jews. The President has ordered the United States Army to be prepared to act in case of further incidents.
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The President has condemned the shooting of the Jews. The President has ordered the United States Army to be prepared to act in case of further incidents.